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ABOUT US

Morning Consult is a global data intelligence company delivering insights
on what people think in real time. By surveying tens of thousands across
the globe every day, Morning Consult is unmatched in scale and speed: It
determines the true measure of what people think and how their
decisions impact business, politics and the economy.
Industry leaders rely on Morning Consult’s proprietary technology and
analysis for real-time intelligence to transform information into a
competitive advantage.
Learn more at morningconsult.com.
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BACKGROUND

In addition to the global pandemic, a dwindling economy, significant social unrest around
racial injustice, and a tumultuous election season have contributed to a quickly-changing
consumer environment throughout 2020.
With 73% of Americans expecting their holiday traditions to change this year – up 12
points since early August – these events are also dramatically reshaping the way Americans
will celebrate and shop this holiday season. In short, the final stretch of the year will
present yet another moving target for brands.
From the way consumers plan to celebrate, travel, spend, and shop, these changes will have
dramatic consequences for brands. Morning Consult has been closely monitoring how
consumer spending and shopping needs and habits change this holiday season, and what
brands can do to navigate this landscape as it evolves. This brings together key highlights
to help brands assess their efforts and plan for a critical close to a challenging year.
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SETTING THE SCENE

SETTING THE SCENE

The path of the economy is a function of the spread of the virus
Morning Consult U.S. ICS
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For more, download the full report: The Effect of the 2020 Election on the Economy in 2021
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SETTING THE SCENE

The spread of coronavirus is souring consumer confidence across the U.S. and Europe
U.S. consumer confidence stalled when cases began increasing

Morning Consult Index of Consumer Sentiment
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Source: COVID-19 Data Repository by the Center for Systems Science and Engineering
at Johns Hopkins University; World Bank; Morning Consult Economic Intelligence
For more, download the full report: The Effect of the 2020 Election on the Economy in 2021
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SETTING THE SCENE

High-income households are recovering faster, driving a gap across income cohorts
U.S. adults who lost pay in past week by annual income (%)
Greater than $100K

$50K-$100K

Less than $50K

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Weekly polls conducted among roughly 15,000 U.S. adults, with margins of error of +/-1%.
For more, download the full report: The Effect of the 2020 Election on the Economy in 2021
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SETTING THE SCENE

The share of retail workers suffering pay cuts has increased for the past 6 weeks –
not a good sign for holiday sales
U.S. adults who lost of pay in past week by industry (%)
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Weekly polls conducted among roughly 15,000 U.S. adults, with margins of error of +/-1%.
For more, download the full report: The Effect of the 2020 Election on the Economy in 2021
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SETTING THE SCENE

Unemployment benefits are already expiring, but December is the true cliff

Expiration dates for unemployment benefits among US adults receiving benefits in September

24%
September

16%
October

9%

37%

November

December

14%
Sometime
in 2021

Poll conducted among 200 U.S. adults, with margin of error of +/-10%.
For more, download the full report: The Effect of the 2020 Election on the Economy in 2021
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TEN THINGS TO KNOW

FINANCIAL FEARS & WELLNESS WORRIES

The majority of Americans are worried about the economy, driving concerns around
their personal financial situation this holiday season as well
Consumers were asked to choose as many of the following statements
that describe their situation this upcoming holiday season:

73%

71%

I'm worried about the I'm trying to spend
current economic less to save money
downturn

58%

I am worried about
my finances this
holiday season

54%

I'm trying to pay
down debt

46%

40%

I am worried about
I expect to have
my job security in the lower household
months leading up to income than last year
the holidays
or lose my job soon

25%
My household's
income is
higher this year
than it was this
time last year
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FINANCIAL FEARS & WELLNESS WORRIES

A strong majority of Americans also express health- and safety-related concerns
around this year’s holiday shopping season
U.S. adults concerned about each of the following in light of the upcoming holiday season
Dealing with others who aren't taking the coronavirus as
seriously while shopping

71%
70%

Being around or too close to others in stores

68%

My health and safety while I do holiday shopping

54%

Delivery speed and/or delays

39%

Difficulties window shopping / finding creative gifts
My comfort and savviness with shopping for gifts online

37%

Having less time to leave home and shop for gifts

34%

Disappointing friends or family with the gifts I give

33%

Finding time to shop

29%
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CONSTRAINED CELEBRATIONS

Most holiday get-togethers will see downsizing; nearly half will be canceled altogether
Thinking of this holiday season, do you agree or disagree with each of the following?
ALL ADULTS WHO AGREE

My family and I will be
having smaller holiday get togethers
this year than usual

74%

My friends and I will be
having smaller holiday get togethers
this year than usual

74%

Blacks, Hispanics, Americans living in the West, and urbanites
are most likely to have smaller holiday get-togethers
(44%, 43%, 42%, and 42% strongly agree vs. 35% all adults)
Democrats are noticeably more likely to have smaller get-togethers
this year (45% strongly agree that this is the case vs. 35% of all
adults and 27% of Republicans)

Some or all of my family's
holiday gatherings will shift
from being in-person to being
virtual this year

49%

My family and I will
be canceling our usual
holiday get togethers this year

47%

This is especially true for Gen Zers and Black Americans,
43% and 41% of which, respectively, strongly agree with this
statement vs. the 33% of all adults that do

Higher education and higher income levels, as well as Americans
living in the West, are more likely to expect this than their respective
peers (59%, 60%, and 60% agree)

Democrats are most likely to cancel holiday get-togethers this year (59%
agree compared to 47% of all adults and just 35% of Republicans)
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SHRINKING SPENDING & PROCRASTINATING PURCHASES

Americans increasingly anticipate spending less on holiday gifts this year
U.S. adults anticipate spending…
More on gifts this year

49%

39%

About the same amount on gifts this year

46%

45%

42%

41%

12%

12%

Sept. 1-3

Sept. 18-20

Less on gifts this year

43%

45%

42%

41%

14%

15%

14%

Oct. 1-2

Oct. 15-17

Oct. 30 - Nov. 1
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SHRINKING SPENDING & PROCRASTINATING PURCHASES

55% of Americans plan to spend less than $300 on holiday gifts this year, 9 points more than last
year; 20% plan to spend $500 or more, 9 points lower than in 2019
Share of U.S. adults who said they spent or plan to spend each amount on gifts

Amount spent last
year on holiday gifts

Amount planning to
spend this year on holiday gifts

23%
18%

Less than
$100

14%

17%

$100 - $199

14%

15%

$200 - $299

19%
12%

12%

$300 - $399

13%

12%

$400 - $499

14%

$500 - $1000

10%

6%

More than
$1000
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ABANDONING MALLS & EMBRACING ECOMMERCE

Nearly half of shoppers plan to shop online this holiday season
U.S. adults’ shopping habits and how they plan to shop during the holidays
Online

In-store

Equally online & in-store

35%
33%
31%

Where I generally
tend to shop more
Where I tend to shop
more for holiday
shopping specifically
How I plan to shop
this upcoming
holiday season

31%
29%
22%

40%

47%
31%
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ABANDONING MALLS & EMBRACING ECOMMERCE

Online marketplaces will benefit most this holiday season, while malls, department
stores and other in-store options can expect significant declines in traffic
Net share of U.S. adults likely to shop via each method in 2020 and net share planning to shop more via each method this year vs. 2019
Net likelihood of shopping in 2020
Online via an online marketplace like Amazon
Online via an online marketplace like Amazon
57
In-store
In-store
29
At local stores
28 At local stores
At a big box retailer like Target or Ikea
At a big box retailer
12 like Target or Ikea
Online via a store's website such as Macys.com
Online via a store's website
such as Macys.com
8
Online via a mobile device
5Online via a mobile device
At a Black-owned business
At a Black-owned business
4
At discount stores like an outlet or dollar store
At discount stores 2like an outlet or dollar store
Via a store's app
Via a store's app
0
At a business owned by a racial or ethnic minority
At a business owned
-2 by a racial or ethnic minority
Online then pick up in-store
Online then pick up in-store
-14
At specialty stores
At specialty stores
-17
Online then pick up curbside
Online then pick up curbside
-21
At a mall
At a mall
-28
At department stores like Macy's or Nordstrom
At
department stores like Macy's or Nordstrom
-30
At an outdoor market
At an outdoor market
-41
At sidewalk stalls
At sidewalk stalls
-52
On social media
On social media
-53
At parking lot pop-ups -58
At parking lot pop-ups

Net change in shopping frequency vs. 2019
27

-24
-13

-7

-2
-7
-4
-15
-28
-23
-16
-19
-12
-17

6
9

4
2
3
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GO-TO GIFTING STRATEGIES

Americans’ go-to brands are likely to benefit from familiarity and preference, though
more than half plan to explore new brands more than usual as they search for gifts

71%

66%

plan to buy mostly from
their go-to brands or
those they frequently
buy from this year

30%

will buy more
specialty goods
than usual

will give fewer gifts in
person and rely more
on delivery and/or
mailing gifts instead

20%

will buy more store
brand/discount
items than usual

15%

plan to buy mostly
from big/wellknown brands

54%

will explore new
brands more than
usual when shopping
for holiday gifts

8%

will buy more
brand name
items than usual
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SEEKING INSPIRATION & EDUCATION FROM BRANDS

Half of shoppers could use help with gift ideas, though most plan to take a
retailer- or item-first approach to gift shopping
This holiday season…
Start by looking at a specific site or store for gift ideas or gifts I know I want
to buy
Start by looking for a certain type of gift, and look across sites or stores that
I’ll start by looking for a certain type of gift and look
across sites or stores that carry it
carry it

31%

I’ll start by looking at a specific site or store for gift ideas or gifts I know I want to buy

I’ll research
giftsonline
online
then
Research gifts
and
thenbuy
buythem
them in
in store
store
I’ll research
giftsininstores
stores
then
Research gifts
and
thenbuy
buythem
them online
online

30%
23%
19%
40%

I plantotodo
do both
both, equally
equally
I plan
I plan to figure out what I want to get someone as a gift ahead of time and

34%

I plan to figure out what I’ll get someone
asgo
a gift
of time then go buy it
then
buy ahead
it

26%

plan
to start
just start
shopping
and
discovergifts
gifts as
as I go
I planI to
just
shopping
and
discover

I know what I am getting everyone on my gift list and don't need any help
with ideas
I know what I am getting most people on my gift list and don't need much
I know what I’m getting most people on my gift list and don't need much help with ideas
help with ideas
I know what I am getting some people on my gift list and need a little bit of
I know what I’m getting some people on my gift
list and need a little help with gift ideas
help with gift ideas
I don't know what I am getting anyone on my gift list and need a lot of help
I don't know what I’m getting anyone on my gift list
and need a lot of help with gift ideas
with gift ideas

I know what I’m getting everyone on my gift list and don't need any help with ideas

20%
30%
25%
25%
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SEEKING INSPIRATION & EDUCATION FROM BRANDS

Useful and entertaining ads
are most likely to inspire
purchases this holiday season
Net share of U.S. adults likely to
purchase a product or service from
a company with each ad type this
holiday season

Ad featuring gift ideas
Entertaining ad

19
21

Ad focusing on the spirit of the season

19
21

Ad about steps company is taking to keep shoppers safe

20
20

Realistic ad

18
19
20
17
19

Comforting ad
Optimistic ad

17
18

Ad that focuses on company's holiday promotions

18
18

Funny ad

14

Ad that focuses on company's products or services

11
9
10

Sentimental ad

5

Empathetic ad
Ad about company values
Serious or somber ad

-7
-8

-4

9
9
8

17

24
29
25

25

21

18
18
20
17
17

Ad about how company is ensuring products are in stock

28
26
26
24

23

24

13
15
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TRACKING THE 2020 HOLIDAY SHOPPING SEASON
As the holidays approach, Morning Consult’s State of the 2020
Holiday Shopper series is closely monitoring shifting changes in the
way consumers plan to celebrate, travel, spend and shop this holiday
season as well as how consumer spending and shopping needs,
preferences, expectations and habits are changing to help brands and
retailers navigate the holiday shopping landscape as it evolves.

Sign up to get our latest holiday data and shopper insights.
SIGN UP NOW
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TRACKING THE 2020 HOLIDAY SHOPPING SEASON

How COVID-19 is
Changing the
Holiday Shopping Season

Could the Coronavirus Be the
Downfall of In-Store Black Friday?

2020 Has Upended What
Consumers Expect From Brands.
What Does That Mean For The
Holiday Season?

Read Now >

Read Now >

Read Now >

How COVID-19 Is Changing
Everything From How Europeans
Celebrate to Where They’ll Shop
This Holiday Season
Read Now >

Procrastination, Financial Pains
and Preferred Brands:
Developments in the 2020
Holiday Shopping Forecast
Read Now >
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